
Rules have been pulled directly from http://www.jenga.com/about.php. 
 

Adaptation:  Number the Jenga blocks 1-54.  Every time a participant pulls a block it will have a 
number.  The number will correspond to a treatment based question on the questionnaire 

provided.  Allow the participate to answer independently and then motivate the individual to come 
to the most positive answer/solution. 
 

JENGA RULES 
 
A classic Jenga game consists of 54 precision-crafted, specially finished hard wood blocks. 

To set up the game, use the included loading tray to create the initial tower. Stack all the 
blocks in levels of three placed next to each other along their long sides and at a right angle 

to the previous level. 
 
Once the tower is built, the person who stacked the tower plays first. Moving in the game 

Jenga consists of: 
 

1) taking one block on a turn from any level of the tower (except the one below an 
incomplete top level), and 

 

 
 
 

 
2) placing it on the topmost level to complete it. 

Players may use only one hand at a time; either hand may be used, but only one 
hand may touch the tower at any time. 
Players may tap a block to find a loose one. Any blocks moved but not played should be 

replaced, unless doing so would make the tower fall. The turn ends when the next player 
touches the tower, or after ten seconds, whichever occurs first. 
 

The game ends when the tower falls -- completely or if any block falls from the tower 
(other than the block a player moves on a turn).  

 
The loser is the person who made the tower fall (i.e., whose turn it was when the 
tower fell). 

 

 

The record for the highest known JENGA® tower is 40 complete stories with two blocks into 

the 41st, claimed in 1985 by Robert Grebler (US).  


